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Abstract—We report an Er-doped, actively Q-switched, fiber
laser, generating transform-limited pulses based on single-fre-
quency fiber laser seeded ring cavity. The output pulsewidth can
be tuned from hundreds of nanoseconds to several microseconds
by changing the repetition rate or the open time of the electrical
pulse trigger. This injection-seeded, Q-switched ring cavity fiber
laser can be operated over the whole C-band. In addition, a
theoretical model is developed to numerically study the pulse
characteristics by changing the acousto-optic modulator trans-
mission as well as several cavity parameters, such as the cavity
length and loss. The numerical results are in good agreement with
the experimental results.

Index Terms—Erbium lasers, fiber lasers, tunable lasers,
Q-switched laser.

I. INTRODUCTION

F IBER lasers have compact design and stable operation
compared with traditional solid-state lasers. In particular,

a large variety of monolithic pulsed fiber lasers have been de-
veloped in recent years. These fiber laser pulses are suitable for
applications in remote sensing [1], LIDAR systems [2], spec-
troscopic sensing [3], [4], laser frequency conversion [5], [6],
etc. Especially for applications involving spectroscopic sensing
and LIDAR, the coherence length and resolution depends on
the linewidth and the pulse duration [2], so narrow-linewidth
pulses with tunable wavelength and duration are desired. There
are many ways to achieve Q-switching with narrow linewidth
and wavelength tuning. The use of a diffraction grating de-
vice to achieve wavelength tuning with single frequency and
narrow linewidth has been demonstrated previously [7], [8].
Unfortunately, this method needs precise free space alignment
and a bulky diffraction grating impacts the cavity size and
packaging. Alternatively, a tunable fiber Bragg grating (FBG)
can be integrated into the fiber laser cavity to achieve active
Q-switching with narrow linewidth. Cuadrado-Laborde et al.
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[9] have demonstrated transform-limited pulses by acoustically
perturbing the FBG. A narrow-linewidth pulse is obtained from
this laser cavity. However, this method relies on mechanical
means to change the FBG transmission spectrum, which needs
additional bulky elements, and the tuning speed is limited.
Most recently, Williams et al. [10] have demonstrated optical
tuning of an FBG spectrum to achieve high-speed Q-switching.
However, this method relies on a sophisticated grating in-
scription technique using femtosecond lasers and the loss due
to the grating could be high, decreasing the efficiency. The
FBG approach can achieve narrow-linewidth pulses, but the
output wavelength cannot be easily tuned within the cavity.
Most of the aforementioned approaches employed linear cavity
configurations. However, a ring cavity configuration can avoid
spatial hole burning by forcing the wave propagation in either
a clockwise or counter-clockwise direction. In this situation,
standing waves will not be formed, so single-frequency op-
eration is not limited by the linear cavity modes. By limiting
the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) signal in the cavity,
a single-frequency (narrow-linewidth) pulse can be achieved.
Most recently, Popa et al. [11] have demonstrated the use of a
graphene saturable absorber with a tunable filter in a ring cavity
to limit the ASE spectrum and achieve wavelength tuning, but
the linewidth depends heavily on the bandwidth of the filter,
which makes it difficult to achieve transform limited pulses.
In recently years, Dragic [12], [13] has demonstrated that by
introducing a single-frequency seed into the cavity, the ASE
signal can be suppressed, forcing the laser to operate on the
frequency of the narrow-linewidth seed. Although Q-switched
pulses were demonstrated with this approach, the pulse’s tem-
poral profile exhibits multipeak characteristics, which is not
desired for many applications.
In this paper, we demonstrate the use of single-frequency

seed injection into an erbium-doped single-mode fiber laser ring
cavity to achieve transform-limited pulsed output. By tuning
the seed wavelength, the output signal wavelength can also be
tuned, without changing the cavity configuration. An output
pulse with a smooth single peaked temporal profile is achieved.
The Q-switching is achieved by using an acousto-optic modu-
lator (AOM) in the cavity, which allows fast and controllable
switching performance. By controlling the AOM drive signal
repetition rate, output pulsewidths ranging from hundreds of
nanoseconds to several microseconds are achieved. The trans-
form-limited linewidth of the fiber laser pulses was verified
by using a fiber-based Fabry–Perot. In order to understand the
origin of pulse characteristics, we have developed a numer-
ical model and simulated the pulse formation from the cavity.
The AOM transmission and several cavity parameters that can
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Fig. 1. (a) Q-switched fiber ring cavity configuration. A 1 m Er-doped fiber is pumped by a 980 nm diode pump laser. The cavity is seeded by a single-frequency
fiber laser. A bandpass filter is used to stabilize the operation. The loss of each component is indicated in the figure in unit of dB. (b) Transmission curve of the
first order of the AOM in one period.

change pulse characteristics are studied. The numerical study is
a guide for the fiber laser cavity design, and the numerical re-
sults agree well with the experimental results. We believe this
is the first time a numerical model is developed to simulate the
pulse formation for this type of laser cavity with comparison to
experimental results.

II. LASER CAVITY CONFIGURATION

The injection seeded ring cavity fiber laser system is depicted
in Fig. 1(a). The Er-doped fiber is end pumped at 980 nm, and
the cavity is seeded by a single-frequency fiber laser at 1530 nm.
The laser system is forced to operate in the counter-clockwise
direction by using isolators (ISO). Since the beam propagates
in one direction, standing wave formation is avoided. Previous
experiments demonstrated that by injecting a narrow-linewidth
seed, the ASE signal can be suppressed, and the laser can op-
erate at the same wavelength as the seed with narrow linewidth
[13]. In our experiment, we use a single-frequency fiber laser
seed, and the output laser pulses are transform limited centered
on the seed wavelength. The bandpass filter with 100 GHz band-
width centered at 1530 nm is used to stabilize the cavity op-
eration and suppress ASE, but it does not determine the pulse
linewidth.
The Q-switching is achieved by using an AOM, and the AOM

transmission is electrically triggered by a function generator.
The characteristic of the first-order transmission of the AOM is
shown in Fig. 1(b). The AOM transmission curve in one period
is divided into four parts: the rise time, on time, the fall time
and the off time as shown in Fig. 1(b). The off time determines

the repetition rate and the amount of population inversion that
is accumulated. When the first-order transmission of the AOM
is switched OFF (zero transmission), the system is at the cavity
low Q, so the Er population inversion accumulates. After the
AOM transmission is switched ON, the cavity Q becomes high
and a short pulse is formed. The rise time of the AOM trans-
mission plays an important role in determining the Q-switched
pulse profile. Typically, with a very short rise time ( s of ns)
the population inversion will be consumed quickly, resulting in
a temporal pulse shape with multiple peaks [14], [15]. This phe-
nomenon is also observed both in our experiments and numer-
ical simulations. The AOM open time (including the rise time,
on time, and the fall time) is also an important parameter that
determines the pulse characteristics. Especially, the maximum
pulsewidth is limited by the AOM open time. In addition, we
demonstrated pulsewidth tuning by tuning the AOM repetition
rate both experimentally and numerically. Moreover, in the nu-
merical simulation section, we will discuss how the cavity pa-
rameters such as the cavity losses and cavity length can affect
the pulse characteristics.

III. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

The experimental set up is described in Fig. 1(a). A 1 m
single-mode polarization maintaining (PM) Er-doped fiber is
used as the gain fiber. The passive fiber used is PM 1550 fiber
which has a length of about 1 m, thus making the total cavity
length about 2 m. The mW pump diodes at 980 nm and a
50 mW fiber laser seed at 1530 nm are used in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. Pulse shapes for different AOM rise time at 500 Hz repetition rate.
(a) 500 ns single pulse for 1.5 s rise time. (b) Multipeak pulse for 60 ns rise
time. The seed wavelength is 1530 nm.

A. AOM Rise Time

We observed that in order to achieve smooth Q-switched
pulses, the AOM rise time needs to be longer than a critical
value. For example, when the repetition rate is 500 Hz, the
AOM rise time should be longer than ns. As shown in
Fig. 2(a), when the AOM rise time is about 1.5 s, a normal
Q-switched pulse with 500 ns duration is observed. However,
when the AOM rise time is about 60 ns, the pulse exhibits
multipeak characteristics as shown in Fig. 2(b), as reported
previously both numerically and experimentally in [14]. The
multipeak pulse shape relates to the ASE which is the noise.
Although seed injection suppressed the ASE, in other words,
improved the signal to noise ratio, but there are still ASE in the
cavity. During the initial time of the pulse formation, the ASE
is almost rectangular in time domain; however, as the ASE
is amplified through many round trips in the cavity, the front
edge of the ASE is amplified more than the back edge due to
the rapid population depletion which is caused by the short rise
time. Since the output pulse consists of a sequence of partially
extracted ASE signal, the output pulse exhibits multipeak
features. The multipeak pulse is also obtained through our
numerical simulation in Section V.

B. Repetition Rate

In this section, we fix the pump, signal, and the AOM trans-
mission shape, (i.e., the rise time, on time and fall time are fixed)
and then we study the pulsewidth with regard to the AOM rep-
etition rate. It is found that the pulsewidth increases with in-
creasing repetition rate as shown in Fig. 3(a) which agrees with
our previous results [16]. Pulsewidths ranging from about 420
ns to about 1.6 s have been obtained. Fig. 3(b) shows the pulse
shape for 100 kHz repetition rate. Note that, at this repetition
rate, the pulse is steeper at the falling edge (about 1.2 s fall
time) compared with the rising edge (2 s rise time). This char-
acteristic is attributed to the short AOM transmission open time,
which limited the pulsewidth. This explains why the pulsewidth

Fig. 3. (a) Pulsewidth versus AOM repetition rate. (b) Pulse shape at 100 kHz
repetition rate. The pump, signal, and the AOM transmission shape are fixed
(including the rise time, on time, and fall time).

tends to converge at high repetition rate; in this regime the pulse
is cavity dumped. At lower repetition rates, the pulsewidth also
tends to converge. This is due to the fact that, at lower repeti-
tion rates, the population inversion accumulation time is long,
so before the next AOM transmission comes, the population in-
version has already reached its maximum value, which is de-
termined by the Er energy level. Considering the pulsewidth
is a function of the population inversion initial and final values
[17], the pulsewidth does not change much as the repetition rate
decreases. In the numerical simulation section, we confirm our
explanations.

C. Transform-Limited Linewidth

A single-frequency fiber laser at about 1530 nm was used
as the injection seed. At 10 kHz repetition rate, the output
pulsewidth is measured to be about 900 ns. The output pulse
spectrum was measured by using an optical spectrum analyzer
with resolution of 0.06 nm, which is shown in Fig. 4(a). For dif-
ferent repetition rate, no obvious spectrum change is observed
in the experiment. One can see that the signal-to-noise ratio is
about 50 dB. We estimated the linewidth by using a fiber-based
Fabry–Perot with a free spectral range of 1 GHz and Finesse of

[3], [16]. Inset of Fig. 4(a) shows the scanning spectrum
for 900 ns Q-switched fiber laser pulses. One can see that the
scanning Fabry–Perot spectrum shows the single burst under
transmission peaks of the Fabry–Perot, which corresponds to
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Fig. 4. Output pulse spectrum for two different seed injection wavelengths (a)
correspond to 1530 nm seed injection (inset: Fabry–Perot scanning spectrum)
and (b) correspond to 1557 nm seed injection.

the linewidth of MHz that is the bandwidth limit of the
Fabry–Perot interferometer.
In order to demonstrate this injection seeded, Q-switched

fiber laser can be operated at other wavelengths in the C-band, a
single-frequency fiber laser at 1557 nm and a related bandpass
filter were used as an injection seed. The spectrum of the
Q-switched pulses with ns duration at 5 kHz is shown
in Fig. 4(b), and the estimated linewidth is transform-limited.
It is found that the pulsewidth tunability at 1557 nm is similar
to that at 1530 nm. Therefore, this injection seeded ring cavity
Q-switched fiber laser is capable of generating transform-lim-
ited pulses in the whole C-band, and the wavelength can be
changed or tuned by changing or tuning the single-frequency
seed while the output pulses maintain their transform-limited
linewidth.
To avoid stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS), the peak

power of the pulses was kept under W by using rela-
tively low pump power. The SBS threshold in this cavity for
very narrow spectral output is about 10 W in the ring cavity
according to our experiments. For example, using the 30%
output coupler shown in Fig. 1(a), repetition rates of 0.5 and
100 kHz, produce average/peak powers of 0.12 mW/0.57 W
and 7.5 mW/0.047 W and pulse energies of 0.24 and 0.075 J,
respectively.

IV. NUMERICAL MODEL

In order to understand the physics of pulse formation and how
the pulse characteristics are affected by the cavity parameters
and the AOM transmission, we consider the same fiber laser
system as described in Section II but with some simplifications

Fig. 5. (a) Erbium energy level diagram. The pump is at 980 nm, and the laser
transition is at 1530 nm. (b) Simplified laser cavity structure for numerical mod-
eling. The beam propagation in the cavity consists of three parts, i.e., propaga-
tion in erbium fiber, propagation in the passive fiber, and transmission from all
the modules in the cavity.

for constructing the numerical simulation model [see Fig. 5(b)].
The energy diagram is shown in Fig. 5(a). We model the pump
transition between and , and the laser transition
between (meta-state) and . Assuming the transi-
tion between and is very fast, we have ,
where is the electron population in the state. By using
a single-frequency fiber laser seed at 1530 nm with a consid-
erable power level, the ASE at wavelength other than the seed
wavelength can thus be ignored. This assumption is valid for this
laser cavity, because in the experiments we have not observed
obvious ASE at other wavelengths and the output is still trans-
form-limited at the seed wavelength. In Fig. 5(b), the simplified
cavity model consists of three parts: an Er-doped fiber section,
a passive fiber section, and a time-varying transmission section.
All the component losses are included in the transmission sec-
tion, and this simplification is valid since nonlinear effects such
as scattering and self-phase modulation are not observed. Then,
the rate equation for the erbium fiber can be written as [18]

(1)

(2)

where and are the ground-state and the meta-
state population density, and is the total erbium concen-
tration. and are the pump power and signal
power, respectively. and are the pump and signal overlap
factors. and are the pump and signal frequencies.
and are the absorption and emission cross sections of the
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erbium fiber system. is the doped fiber area, and is the
meta-state life time.
Consider only the forward pump and signal at low pump

levels and ignoring the nonlinear effects, the pump and signal in
the erbium fiber can be described by the traveling-wave model
as [14], [15]

(3)

(4)

where and are the group velocity of the pump and signal
in the fiber. and are the pump and signal absorp-
tions. Equations (1)–(4) describe the laser dynamics in the er-
bium fiber. For the signal and pump dynamics in the passive
fiber, it is just

(5)

(6)

After the pump and signal propagate through the erbium and
passive fibers, a fraction of the signal is coupled out as the
output, and the remainder is combined with the injected seed
signal as the initial signal power for the next round trip propa-
gation. The boundary conditions for the signal and the pump in
the erbium fiber are

(7a)

(7b)

where and are the coupling efficiencies for the pump and
seed into the erbium fiber. is the total fiber length. is the
total transmission, including the ISOs, bandpass filter, output
coupler, WDM, and the AOM transmission. We can also write
the total transmission as

(8)

where includes all the components losses including the
AOM, couplers, ISOs, WDM, and the bandpass filter.
is only the time-varying portion of the AOM transmission. As
described in Section II, the transmission can be divided into
four parts: rise time , on time , fall time , and the off
time . In one period of time, the transmission function can
be described by

(9)

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE FIBER LASER PARAMETERS

The passive fiber input signal and pump power is just the output
of the signal and pump from the erbium fiber at . For
the signal output, it is extracted after the AOM, so we can write
it as

(10)

Note that for the actual output, there is a fraction in front of
the above expression, which is due to the components losses
between the output coupler and the Er-doped fiber end [see
Fig. 1(a)]. The total components loss between the output cou-
pler and the Er-doped fiber end is calculated to be about 5 dB.
So this fraction is about . However, to write the
output pulse expression in this way will not affect the numer-
ical simulation results.

V. NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS

In the previous section, the complete theoretical model for
simulating the pulse formation is introduced. Equations (6)–(10)
govern the pulse formation in the fiber laser cavity, solved using
the Runge–Kutta Method [19]. In this part, we first simulate
pulse characteristics for different AOM rise times and repetition
rates, and compare the results with the experiment. In addition,
several other cavity parameters that are not varied in the exper-
iment such as the passive fiber length, and the cavity loss are
studied numerically. This study will help us to understand how
those parameters change the pulse characteristics, and direct us
for future experiments. The parameters used in the simulations
are directly from the experiment. The data are summarized in
Table I.

A. Rise Time

In this section, we numerically study how the rise time
changes the output pulse profile. The pump and the seed power
are fixed. The AOM repetition rate is set to 3 kHz and the single
pulses for two different AOM rise times are shown in Fig. 6. As
shown in Fig. 6(a), when the rise time is about 1.5 s, the pulse
exhibits a clear single peak profile. However, when the rise time
is only 60 ns, a multipeak profile is obtained [see Fig. 6(b)].
The multipeak behavior is not as obvious as that observed in
the experiment. The main reason is that we only considered
ASE at the seed wavelength which has a small contribution
to the multipeak phenomena. If we consider the whole ASE
spectrum, the multipeak modulation will be stronger. Here, the
numerical simulation result is enough to confirm that the
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Fig. 6. Pulse characteristics for different AOM rise time. (a) 1.5 s rise time;
(b) 60 ns rise time.

Fig. 7. Pulsewidth versus repetition rate.

multipeak behavior that is observed in the experiment is mainly
due to the short rise time of the AOM. Thus, the rise time plays
an important role in determining the pulse profile. This might
also explain the multipeak pulse observed in [12].

B. Repetition Rate

This part studies the pulsewidth for different AOM repeti-
tion rates. In Fig. 7, we plot the calculated full-width at half-
maximum pulsewidth as a function of the repetition rate. The
curve qualitatively follows the experimentally measured results
in Fig. 3(a). The numerically calculated pulsewidth is about
50% larger compared with the experiment data. There are sev-
eral reasons for this difference such as the inaccurate estima-
tion of exact pump power and signal power in the erbium fiber,
the erbium fiber absorption and emission cross section data,
the actual fiber loss, the ISO extinction ratio, AOM efficiency,
actual AOM transmission response, fiber splicing losses, etc.
The exact pump power and signal power that are coupled into
the cavity are affected by fiber splicing loss, and mode mis-
matching. The cross-sectional data also vary for different fibers;
however, the data from the vendor are not exclusively for this
type of Er fiber. Previous experiment found that the pump
power [16], and inaccurate loss estimation, i.e., transmission,
could result in a large pulsewidth difference (see the numer-
ical study in Section V-D). From Figs. 3(a) and 7, we note that
the pulsewidth converges for low and high repetition rates and
varies in the middle. In order to study this phenomenon, we
first plot the output pulse profiles for four different repetition
rates in Fig. 8. Fig. 8(a)–(d) corresponds to repetition rates of
3, 10, 50, and 100 kHz, respectively. It can be seen that ini-
tially when the repetition is low, the pulse profiles exhibit sym-
metric characteristics [see Fig. 8(a) and (b)]. However, as the
repetition rate increases, the pulsewidth increases and the pro-
files exhibit antisymmetric characteristics. The back side (fall
end) of the pulse is limited by the AOM transmission cutoff time

Fig. 8. Pulse profile at different repetition rate. (a) 3 kHz; (b) 10 kHz;
(c) 50 kHz; (d) 100 kHz.

Fig. 9. Population inversion for two different repetition rates. (a) 3 kHz;
(b) 30 kHz.

[see Fig. 8(c) and (d)]. In the simulation, we used 2 s on time,
and 1.5 s fall time, which is close to the actual experimental
data. This explains the pulsewidth convergence at high repeti-
tion rate. For low repetition rate, as explained in Section III-B,
the population inversion reaches its maximum value at the low
Q cavity mode. When the next AOM transmission opens, the
pulsewidth is determined by the initial (maximum) and the final
(minimum) population inversion. Thus, at low repetition rate,
the pulsewidth does not change much. In Fig. 9, the popula-
tion inversion is plotted for two different repetition rates. At 3
kHz repetition rate [see Fig. 9(a)], the population inversion in-
creases asymptotically, converging to a maximum value. How-
ever, at 30 kHz repetition rate, the population inversion has not
reached the maximum value. So, the numerical simulation re-
sults have demonstrated the pulsewidth versus repetition rate
curve characteristics.

C. Cavity Length

In the numerical simulation, the gain fiber length is fixed to be
1 m. We change the total cavity length by changing the passive
fiber length to study how the cavity length changes the pulse
profile. In Fig. 10, the pulse profiles for three different cavity
lengths are plotted. The black line, blue-dashed line, and the
red-dashed line represent 2, 3, and 4 m cavities, respectively.
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Fig. 10. Pulse profile for different cavity length. The black line represents 2 m,
the blue-dashed line represents 3 m cavity, and the red-dashed line represents
4 m.

Fig. 11. Pulse profile for different cavity loss. The green-dashed line represents
70% transmission, the blue line represents original transmission, and the red-
dashed line represents 130% transmission.

It can be seen that as the cavity length increases, the energy
spreads out, increasing the pulsewidth. The pulsewidth increase
is due to the increase of the cavity photon decay time in the
cavity, and this agrees with [17, eq. (17)].

D. Cavity Loss

The cavity loss is mainly determined by the optical compo-
nent losses, so we change loss by changing the total compo-
nent transmission . In Fig. 11, we plot the pulse profile for
70% (green-dashed line), 100% (original, blue line), and
130% (red-dashed line). From this figure, it is found that as
loss increases, the pulse energy decreases, and the pulsewidth
increases. However, if the cavity loss is very high, the pulse
will not be amplified, so the output pulse would just follow the
AOM transmission modulation. So, this explains the pulsewidth
increases at high loss level.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, a single-mode actively Q-switched, ring
cavity, fiber laser has been demonstrated to generate trans-
form-limited pulses based on a single-frequency seed injection
ring cavity configuration. This monolithic pulsed fiber laser
can be used for spectroscopic sensing and LIDAR systems.
The pulsewidth and wavelength can be tuned simply by
controlling the AOM electrical signal trigger and tuning the
single-frequency seed injection wavelength, respectively. An
AOM was used to actively Q-switch the fiber laser cavity. It

has been found that the pulses exhibit multipeak character-
istics when the AOM rise time is short. By tuning the AOM
repetition rate, pulsewidths ranging from about 400 ns to 1.6
s were demonstrated. The wavelength tuning was achieved
by changing or tuning the single-frequency fiber laser seed.
Numerical simulation results agree well with our experimental
results. In addition, the numerical model predicted the pulse
characteristics for different cavity losses and lengths.
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